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Welcome back, Karina and Vern. Having you two as guests is always a fiery adventure. Since Vern is
traveling the web promoting his newest release, Murder Most Picante, we will begin the journey with
him.

1.  Vern, what are some of the challenges and uniqueness of this spicy hot case in comparison
with others you have solved before?

This is the story of my first case in the Mundane, so everything about it was new, from learning
how Mundanes operated to dealing with the inherent distrust people had for me as a sapient creature.
It didn’t help that… Well, spoilers. Can’t say.

2.   When  was  it  clear  to  you  that  this  murderous  magic  field  eating  farmhands  must  be
managed?

When it attacked me and my friends. 



3.  Was Father Rich from the Little Flower Parish, where you live,  the right partner choice
considering the paranoid parishioners and your hostile neighbors?

God put us together, so I default to the higher authority on that. But seriously, Fr. Rich is a
great friend, a brave man, and fun to be around. He’s also a huge pain-in-my-tail and keeps me on my
spiritual toes. I think he and St. George would have gotten along great.

4.  Based on the book summary, there is “a snickering saint who just wants you to do the right
thing.” What is the “right thing“?

Well, let’s start with  “Don’t eat the annoying humans“ and work up from there. And there was a
lot of  “working up from there.“ Since my battle with St. George, I’m subject to the rules of the Church,
which means morals for the humanoid creatures (humans, elves, and the like).

George, for all that he’s a saint, has a wicked sense of humor when it comes to my struggles. Hence,
the snickering. But, like Father Rich, he keeps me on the straight and narrow, adn that path is a lot
more narrow for humans than dragons.

5. Where can our readers buy the book?

Murder Most Picante by Karina Fabian is on Amazon: ebook: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B089326HXF

Print: https://www.amazon.com/dp/173344713X/

Now, we will shift our attention to Karina while you rest from your travelings.

6. You are an award-winning fantasy, science fiction, and horror author with a day job: writing
product  reviews and marketing content.  How are  you able  to  stay focus and keep all  the
characters quiet while writing such topics?

I’ve been at this for over 20 years, so it’s definitely practice! My characters have learned that if
they want me to have money for cover art, etc., they need to let Momma do her paying work. 

In all seriousness, it’s a matter of discipline and sharing. I’m blessed to have a great freelance
job right now, which gives me sufficient time to let my characters play in my head. It takes discipline to
keep them from distracting me from my paying job, but when I get stuck on a thread of conversation,
an idea, or a plot piece that won’t let go, I can stop, jot notes freehand, and get back to work.

7. You have also penned some non-fiction books, from Catholic topics to fill in Journals. Have
you reached your goal with the Fill in Journals? Do they provide a creativity boost?

The fill-in journals were my way to get over a...not fear, but discomfort, maybe...about using
Amazon’s publishing platform. It’s actually pretty easy once you get the hang of it, but the journals
were fun, easy, and non-threatening. If I messed them up, I only lost a dollar I put into buying stock art
for the cover and the weekend I spen crafting the book. They don’t sell well on Amazon, although
there is some interest for the journals in local stores. That’s on next year’s Do The Scary Thing List:
Visit stores in person and see which will stock my books.

That said, I feel they helped me achieve my personal goal. I’ll probably make more as an idea
hits me, but I am not pushing myself to do one a month, as I had earlier this year.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B089326HXF
https://www.amazon.com/dp/173344713X/


8.  When writing non-fiction books, how do you keep a more thoughtful tone without interfering
with your humoristic style?

I stay true to the book. I write non-humorous fiction, too. My hard SF novels, The Old Man and
the Void, Dex’s Way, the Mind Over trilogy, and Discovery are all serious, but a lot of fun to read. They
were fun to write, too! 

Of course, there is always some humor or light moments. I generally see life as bright, funny,
and hopeful, even when things are crazy. So even the most serious book has room for a little relief.
Humor, however, has levels. The DragonEye books (like my Neeta Lyffe series) lend themselves to
puns, slapstick, and over-the-top hijinks. Others have “small smile” moments and irony.

The trick is to let the humor flow organically. It’s the old saying, “If you have to explain the joke,
it’s not funny.” If you have to force the humor, it’s not funny, either.

9  Where can our readers buy your books?

All  my  books  are  on  Amazon,  so  search  my  name  there.  Alternately,  go  to
http://karinafabian.com/books/ and check out all  the current offerings. You can click the links from
there.

10.  Where can our readers contact you?

http://karinafabian.com/contact/ I’m glad to be a guest on blogs. (Vern is, too.) I also teach
writing via online seminars when asked. Of course, I love hearing from fans. Vern will also write back
to anyone who contacts him specifically through the website.

11.  A word of advice for authors struggling with their creative world. 

Write.  Write out your research. Write out what your characters see. Write out questions. Write
out the messy scene with the questions and gaps and shorthand like "Describe this." Don't stall out on
worldbuilding. It's not the end-all of the story. Write the story.

Then go back and edit, add, delete, research, or reimagine as needed.
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